bushfire standards
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The weekend was about reconnecting people to supplies that gave them basic
amenities: showers, shaving facilities and toilets and sanitation.

The plumbing community came
together in the wake of the
Victorian bushfires to help rebuild
infrastructure and lend a supporting
hand. Jonathan Jackson looks
at the human faces behind the
rebuild as well as technical aspects
plumbers need to be aware of when
reconnecting water and gas.

onstruction of buildings in
bushfire prone areas (AS39592009) is the new Australian
Standard rushed through after the
tragedy of the Victorian bushfires in
February 2009. The Standard is primarily
concerned with improving the ability of
buildings in designated bushfire zones
to better withstand fire attack, thereby
better protecting residents.
The Standard covers improvements
to design and construction and tactics
to minimise damage of buildings.
The measures set out to improve
construction, and can be used as a
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guide for those who wish to voluntarily
adopt such measures where regulatory
compliance is not mandated.
The Standard also covers methods of
testing for building materials, elements
of construction and systems subjected to
tests. Before construction requirements
can be determined, it is first necessary
to determine the Bushfire Attack Level
(BAL) by an assessment of the subject
allotment and classified vegetation
impacting on the site.
The new Standard provides an
excellent overview of what measures the
construction industry can implement
in the time it takes to rebuild bushfire
affected areas, however the impact of
those fires required immediate action.
The first groups to offer specific
technical help in the Kinglake area were
Swan Plumbing, Chadoak Plumbing and
Drainage and Reece.
Chadoak sent a team of 35 plumbers
on the weekend of 14 February and
worked in conjunction with Swan
Plumbing, who donated 90 pumps and
collected rural fittings from all their
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stores to enable connections to occur
quickly. The two companies banded
together to distribute pumps, fittings and
assist residents with plumbing advice.
Chadoak's Brian Brandenburg says
when they arrived on site you could hear
a pin drop among 35 tough blokes such
was the devastation of the area.
"Our original brief was limited to
installing water pumps and generators
and moving generators around,"
Brian says.
"Once we got there, we found
people were crying out for things like
connections to sewer lines which
had melted completely. Basic water
connections were gone and people who
relied on water tanks had no water."
Anonymous donations of water tanks
helped with the demand, and over
the course of the weekend the boys
at Chadoak managed to assist 208
residences with their plumbing needs.
"We didn't take up parts for that sort of
work," Brian says.
"We had 30 vehicles up there and in
each vehicle we had stock stuff, but we
were bone dry of supplies by the end of
the weekend."
The weekend was about reconnecting
people to supplies that gave them basic
amenities: showers, shaving facilities
and toilets.
The plumbers were not there to
rebuild; those tasks must be based upon
the new Standard as well as insurance
assessments — but they were forced to
go beyond their call of duty for the sake
of basic humanitarian aid.
"We had to instruct residents how to
use pumps and generators; there was
a lot of instructional support especially
with generators as people tended to blow
them up," Brian says.
"Every house there had melted pipes.
Bore pumps had to be hauled from 20m
below the ground and they were bloody
heavy. We had the local bore contractor
who repairs them giving us specialist >

advice, but they had lost their houses
and tools and vehicles as well."
Leading the charge in Kinglake was
Chadoak's Greg Miles.
"When we first got up there we were
briefed by who we thought was the local
plumber, however he was the only plumber
in town and he'd travelled up from
Melbourne to fight his brother's house fire.
He said the houses are standing and in the
main street are concrete tanks. What we
had to do was disconnect the downpipes
and spouting that goes to the tanks before
it rained so the tanks didn't get tainted."
The fire obliterated all plastic and the
pumps and piping were gone.
"Where possible we reconnected
the sewer bore so people could have a
shower and use the toilet," says Greg.
"We found the concrete tanks were
still okay; houses were still standing
but without power and water. So we had

Left. Basic water connections were gone and people who relied on water tanks had
no water. Right. Pumps had to be installed and residents instructed on the use of the
generator because they were wiring up generators to the switchboard and burning them.

to install pumps and instruct residents
on the use of the generator because
they were wiring up generators to the
switchboard and burning them."
The heat had melted the plumbing out
of the brick walls, so plumbers found
themselves taking out the bricks to
re-establish the plumbing. Generators

were delivered to people without and
when those people had restored power,
the generators were taken to other
residences that were yet to be connected.
Greg says they only concentrated on the
houses they knew could be habitable.
From his experience, Greg believes
certain things could be done to proof
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Swan Plumbing generously donated
80 new water tanks to ensure Kinglake
residents had basic water supply.

the area, although he does say that the
ferocity of this particular blaze would
have been hard to combat no matter
what measures were installed.
However for his mind, Greg believes
that plastic tanks need to be concrete
tanks buried underground and there
needs to be a better filtering system so
tanks don't get tainted.
"The thing with plastic and plastic
tanks is that the flame followed the pipe
into the ground and burnt the pipes
subterraneously."
If he had his way, Greg would call for
no PVC pipes to be exposed at all and
concrete water storage tanks to be a part
of the internal make-up of the building.
As for gas, he believes there should be
a two pipe system.

"LPG was the gas available and
you've got to install LPG in accordance
with regulations. If you point your tanks
towards the house, all you're doing is
encouraging the house to burn down.
There were cylinders outside that were
too close to the houses; maybe in
bushfire prone areas there needs to be a
two pipe system where the main tank is
out by the road."
Those looking to rebuild in the affected
areas need to work closely with licensed
plumbers and builders to ensure they meet
building code Standards, unfortunately for
these areas the local handyfnan will be out
of his depth and unlikely to make repairs
based on new specifications.
While it is understandable that people
want to reclaim their lives as quickly as
possible, it is important that nobody
rushes in without first inspecting the
area, inspecting the damage to the home
and then taking the necessary steps to
ensure rebuilding is done safely.
Areas of building that must be taken
into account now are: the level of
vegetation surrounding the property,
construction requirements for specific
structures including garages and non
combustible roof structures, windows,
masonry and shutters.
There are other considerations that
could be implemented at design stage

35 Chadoak employees gave up their time to help people reconnect to generators and
water supplies and found more to do than they bargained for.
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and may also be common sense,
particularly with regard to plumbing. The
Standard does say that roof penetrations
including ventilators, evaporative cooling
units, vent pipes and supports for solar
collectors shall be adequately sealed
at the roof to prevent gaps greater than
3mm. The material used to seal shall be
non-combustible.
Evaporative cooling units shall be
fitted with butterfly closers at or near the
ceiling level, or the unit shall be fitted

A note left for the boys explaining the
situation and what needed to be done.

with non combustible covers with a mesh
or perforated sheet, with a maximum
aperture of 2mm, made of corrosion
resistant steel, bronze or aluminium. NB:
Vent pipes made from PVC are permitted.
The Standard does not provide
material requirements for gutters,
with the exception of box gutters and
downpipes. If installing box gutters they
should be non combustible and flashed
at the junction with the roof with non
combustible material.
If gas pipes and exposed water pipes
are above ground they should be metal.
"There's a lot more plumbing work
needed to be done in the area and it
should be reinforced that it needs to
be undertaken by a licensed plumber,"
Greg says.
It was a harrowing experience for all
involved, but encouraging that so many
members of the community, plumbers
and plumbing companies, government
officials and army operatives could band
together to help bring basic sanitation
back to the area.

